MALT & PROCESS CONTROL FOR DIMETHYL SULFIDE: DMSP SPECIFICATIONS
DMSP/DMS: The Molecules
DMS = a sulfide with two
methyl groups, hence
"dimethyl sulphide"....so
simple even a microbiologist
can remember the structure!

DMSP: Malt Specs

DMSP is an amino acid, ergo higher barley proteins means more DMSP
potential....DMSP specs should align with barley varieties being used!
Static DMSP specifications are restrictive, force maltsters to use
lowest protein barley supplies possible......easier to control DMSP,
may result in such low FAN that problems are created in fermenting.

DMSP = SMM.

Levels of DMSO in UK lager worts reported in the ppb range (e.g.
400 ug/L), not ppm (mg/L).
Stroh: most 6-row barley varieties malt to yield DMSP levels
in the mid-teens. Generally able to maintain process control
for DMS if limit DMSP to < 10 ppm.

Most German brewers have malt DMSP specs
in the 400-600 ppb range.

1970s ......first studies on DMS at BRF by
Dr. Harry White. Described a nitrogen
containing compound high in green malt
called " HADMS"....subsequently shown
to be DMSP. Also described an "ActiveHADMS", formed largely in kilning, that
yeast could reduce to
DMS....subsequently shown to be
DMSO.

Beware, beer made from low SMM malts can have high
DMS as [DMSO] is high and yeast reduces!!

Low SMM malts generally high in DMSO.

DMSP is the precursor of DMS, hence "DMSP".

Malt [SMM] (-)

Can limit DMSP levels by malt
specifications, but will force maltsters
to increase color and decrease degree
of malt modification to accomplish!

Malt [DMSO] (-)

Reducing DMS
Levels in Beer

Static DMSP specifications are restrictive, force maltsters to use lowest protein
barley supplies possible......easier to control DMSP, may result in such low FAN
that problems are created in fermenting.

Major South American brewer DMSP spec set at 5 ppm......very
difficult to meet by major maltsters.

Voice of the consumer: "Musty" or bitter flavor ratings
often a red flag for DMS problems.....less "refreshing",
"dusty" (aka LDC) also described.

European viewpoint is DMS control realized through malt
DMSP specifications….@ 200 million barrels of U.S. lager
has historically achieved DMS control through brewhouse
control without establishing malt DMSP specifications
(even for higher protein six-row malt!)…others feel DMS
results primarily from yeast reduction of DMSO.

Low DMSP malt specs, but
beware of high colors !!!!!
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